
5th Six Weeks - 2019-20

High School

Latin  (multilevel)
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Latin I Latin II Honors Latin III AP Latin IV
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Dative case/indirect 

objects/infinitives                      

Ablative and accusative          

Prepositional phrases             

Pompeii 

Active and Passive voice         

Use of voice in present and 

perfect tenses                           

Roman emperors                     

Roman architecture

Reading and analysis of 

Catullus' poetry                         

Scansion and translation                                 

Use of literary devices in 

Catullus' poetry  

Read and analyze Horace's 

odes: Book III:9,13,30                               

Book IV:7                                     

Use of literary devices  
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Use ablative and accusative 

cases                                               

Discuss life in Pompeii           

Discuss Celt culture                

Discuss Roman deities                          

Identify patterns and 

translate passive voice               

Identify Roman architecture 

evident in cities around the 

world

Read and scan poetry 

written in hendecasyllabic 

meter                                           

Analyze literary devices           

Translate poetry

Read and translate poetry      

Analyze meaning through 

use of literary devices              

Discuss themes of power 

and poetry
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Write eye-witness account of 

eruption of Vesuvius                 

Create a poster of Roman 

vs. Briton products                         

Create icons for deities

Write 2 cinquain poems           

Label sites of Ancient Rome      

Create a  map to show the 

extent of Roman expansion

Create virtual 

representations of Catullus' 

work                                            

Write an essay discussing 

his various relationships 

Illustrate change of seasons, 

change of life - Odes IV.7.                                 

Write an essay comparing  

poetry and power
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What is the difference 

between the ablative and the 

accusative cases?                   

Why is Pompeii so 

important?

Discuss Roman expansion                       

What is meant by voice?                                    

What are local examples of 

Roman architecture?

Who was Catullus?                  

What literary devices did he 

use?                                             

What is scansion of poetry?   

What is meter?

Who was Horace?                   

What is an ode?                        

What literary devices are 

unique to an ode?   Unique 

to Horace?              
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o

te
s Encourage students to study 

vocabulary 10 minutes a day    

Encourage students to 

create a chart of cases  

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary 10 minutes daily                              

Ask students to discuss a 

particular emperor

Encourage students to 

practice translation and 

scansion                                    

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary daily

Encourage students to read 

and scan texts daily for 

practice                                      

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary daily


